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A hypothetical layered oxide La2NiMO6 where NiO2 and MO2 planes alternate along the c axis of
ABO3 perovskite lattice is considered theoretically. Here, M denotes a trivalent cation Al, Ga,. . . such that
MO2 planes are insulating and suppress the c-axis charge transfer. We predict that correlated eg electrons
in the NiO2 planes develop a planar x2-y2 orbital order driven by the reduced dimensionality and further
supported by epitaxial strain from the substrate. Low-energy electronic states can be mapped to a single-
band t! t0 ! J model, suggesting favorable conditions for high-Tc superconductivity.
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Despite decades of extensive research, cuprates remain
the only compounds to date hosting the high-temperature
superconductivity (SC). On empirical grounds, the key
electronic and structural elements that support high Tc
values are well known—no orbital degeneracy, spin one-
half, quasi two-dimensionality (2D), and strong antiferro-
magnetic (AF) correlations. While these properties are
partially realized in various materials (e.g., layered cobal-
tates), only cuprates possess all of them.

A unique feature of the high-Tc cuprates is the presence
of an extended doping interval 0:05 & ! & 0:20 where the
correlated electron maintains its (plane-wave–localized-
particle) duality, and both fermionic and spin statistics may
operate in physically relevant energy scales. The multi-
faceted behavior of electrons results in an exotic ‘‘normal’’
state of the cuprates with ill-defined quasiparticles, pseu-
dogap, etc., which condenses into the superconducting
state below Tc. There are a number of strongly correlated
metallic oxides [1] based on S " 1=2 3d ions as Ti3# and
V4# (both with a single t2g electron), Co4# (a t2g hole) and
Ni3# (closed t2g shell plus one eg electron) that possess a
low-spin state in octahedral environment. These com-
pounds show a great diversity of physical properties [1];
however, the mysterious strange-metal phase from which
anomalous SC may emerge is missing.

Apart from dimensionality, the orbital degeneracy is ‘‘to
blame’’ here. Originating from high symmetry of the
MeO6 octahedron—a common building block of both
pseudocubic and layered perovskites,—the orbital degen-
eracy enlarges the Hilbert space and relaxes kinematical
constraints on the electron motion. Consequently, a fermi-
onic coherency is enhanced and doping induced insulator-
metal transitions occur without a reference to the pseudo-
gap phase. For example, in La1!xSrxTiO3 the formation of
a three-band, correlated Fermi liquid completes within just
a few percent doping range near x$ 0:05 [2].

The orbital degeneracy strongly reduces AF correlations
(believed to be crucial in cuprate physics), as electrons are
allowed to have parallel spins residing on the different or-
bitals. This leads to competing Ferro- and AF-interactions

that result in a rich variety of magnetic states in S " 1=2
oxides such as RTiO3, NaxCoO2, Sr2CoO4, RNiO3,
NaNiO2. In contrast, spin correlations in single-band cup-
rates are of AF nature exclusively and hence strong.

How to suppress the orbital degeneracy and promote
cupratelike physics in other S " 1=2 oxides? In this
Letter, we suggest and argue theoretically that this goal
can be achieved in oxide superlattices. Specifically, we
focus on Ni-based superlattices (see Fig. 1) which can be
fabricated using recent advances in oxide heterostructure
technology ([3–5] and references therein). While the pro-
posed compound has a pseudocubic ABO3 structure, its
low-energy electronic states are confined to the NiO2
planes and, hence, are of a quasi-2D nature. A substrate
induced compression of the NiO6 octahedra further stabil-
izes the x2-y2 orbital. Net effect is a strong enhancement of
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FIG. 1. (a) Superlattice La2NiMO6 with alternating NiO2 and
MO2 planes. MO2 layers suppress the c-axis hopping resulting in
2D electronic structure. Arrows indicate the c-axis compression
of the NiO6 octahedron imposed by tensile epitaxial strain and
supported by Jahn-Teller coupling. (b) ,(c), (d) Strain-induced
stretching of the NiO2 planes occurs when superlattices with
M " Al, Ga, Ti are grown on SrTiO3 or LaGaO3 substrates
having large lattice parameter compared to that of LaNiO3.
Expected deformations are indicated by arrows.
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Nickelates

One of the classic perovskites for studying 
the Mott transition c.f. Goodenough + Raccah, 1965 

Torrance et al, 1992



Bulk transitions

Transitions are all first order, w/ hysteresis

Polycrystalline NdNiO3 was synthesized under high oxy-
gen pressure !200 bar" following the procedure described in
Ref. 28. The sample was extensively characterized by labo-
ratory x-ray powder diffraction, magnetic and electric mea-
surements, and synchrotron diffraction, which confirmed its
quality. High-resolution synchrotron x-ray powder-
diffraction !SPD" measurements were performed at the
ESRF in Grenoble !BM16". Good quality diffraction patterns
were collected at 290 and 50 K, using a short wavelength of
!=0.518056!3" Å. Polycrystalline NdNiO3 was loaded in a
borosilicate glass capillary !"=0.5 mm" and rotated during
data collection. The counting time was about 3 h to have the
desired statistics over the angular range 4 to 42 degrees in
2#. The data were analyzed by the Rietveld method using the
FULLPROF !Ref. 29" program. A minor residual NiO phase
was detected and accounted for appropriately in the refine-
ments.

The electrical resistance shown in Fig. 1 illustrates
the abrupt change in the resistance !about 3 orders of mag-
nitude" at the metal-insulator transition, TMI#205 K.
The hysteretic behavior of the resistivity extends along the
interval 110–205 K and suggests a possible coexistence of
metallic and insulating phases over that temperature range.
Although there is not yet a proper explanation of the change
in the spectral properties of NdNiO3 down to temperatures as
low as #0.5TMI !Ref. 22", they appear to be related to elec-
tronic inhomogeneities in that temperature range. On the
contrary, in the compounds with TN!TMI !like SmNiO3 or
EuNiO3" no changes were observed in the photoemission
spectra below TMI !Ref. 22". Figure 1 also shows the hyster-
etic small anomaly in the susceptibility $!T" at TN=TMI.

Synchrotron diffraction data were collected at both sides
of the metal-insulator transition. 50 K is far below the tem-
perature interval with hysteretic behavior of the resistivity.
Diffraction data collected a 290 K !metallic phase" were re-
fined using the orthorhombic Pbnm symmetry. The room

temperature !RT" structure, interatomic distances, and angles
reported in Ref. 3 were confirmed. The corresponding atomic
coordinates are given in Table I. Selected interatomic dis-
tances and angles are shown in Table II, where we have also
reproduced for comparison the values reported in Ref. 3
from neutron data using the Pbnm group. The high angular
resolution of the synchrotron x-ray data allowed us to
determine the cell dimensions with high precision. NdNiO3
cell is highly pseudocubic !a$=5.3871 Å%#b$=5.3826 Å%
#c / &2$=5.3807 Å%"; it is the member of the RNiO3 family
with the highest metric pseudocubicity. This is shown in
Fig. 2, where RT cell parameters and the orthorhombic strain
obtained for NdNiO3 are compared to those of other nick-
elates.

Regarding the insulating phase, we have tested the ortho-
rhombic Pbnm and monoclinic P21 /n symmetries against
the data recorded at 50 K !see Fig. 3". Although differences
in the reliability factors were not huge, we obtained better
fitting indices with the P21 /n than with the Pbnm descrip-
tion: RB=5.26!5.59" and $2=5.07!6.60" in the refined mono-
clinic !orthorhombic" model. However, a more direct and
definitive evidence of the real symmetry was achieved by
visual examination of the high-resolution SPD profile below

TABLE I. !a" Refined atomic coordinates for NdNiO3 at 290 K
in space group Pbnm. !b" Refined atomic coordinates for NdNiO3 at
50 K in space group P21 /n.

!a" a=5.38712!2", b=5.38267!2", c=7.60940!3" Å

Atom x y z
B

!Å2"

Nd !4c" 0.9958!2" 0.0350!1" 1/4 0.65!2"
Ni !4b" 1/2 0 0 0.32!2"
O1 !4c" 0.0692!9" 0.4896!9" 1/4 0.72!8"
O2 !8d" 0.7165!9" 0.2870!9" 0.0394!9" 1.13!9"

Reliability factors
290 K $2 RB Rf

Pbnm 4.53 3.06 4.81

!b" a=5.37783!5", b=5.38846!4", c=7.60511!6" Å,
%=90.061!1"°

Atom x y z
B

!Å2"

Nd !4c" 0.99321!1" 0.03910!7" 0.2495!3" 0.52!2"
Ni1 !2d" 1/2 0 0 0.55!5"
Ni2 !2c" 1/2 0 1/2 0.28!5"
O1 !4e" 0.0752!17" 0.4866!9" 0.2521!29" 0.54!6"
O2a !4e" 0.7143!29" 0.2762!29" 0.0267!16" 0.55!8"
O2b !4e" 0.2187!26" 0.2036!29" 0.9470!17" 0.57!8"

Reliability factors
50 K $2 RB Rf

P21 /n 5.07 5.26 2.93
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FIG. 1. !Color online" Resistance of NdNiO3 !on heating and
cooling" showing an augment of 3 orders of magnitude after forma-
tion of a charge order phase. Inset: kink in the susceptibility related
with the metal-insulator transition and the onset of the antiferro-
magnetic order !TN=TMI". Hysteresis on heating and cooling can be
appreciated.
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Nickelates

Ideally

RNiO3, with R3+, Ni3+ = 3d7 

May expect Jahn-Teller effects and spin 
ordering in the insulator
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Magnetic structure

Neutron scattering

R=Pr, Nd, Ho, Eu, Sm, Y all show the same, 
unusual magnetic structure

k=(1/2,0,1/2) in orthorhombic coordinates, 
equivalent to k=(1/4,1/4,1/4) in cubic ones

unusual pattern: along cubic axes

initially interpreted as evidence for orbital order

...



Charge order

Alonso et al, 1999: “rock salt” charge order

Since seen in R=Y, Nd, Ho, Y, Er, Tm, Yb, 
Lu, by alternating expansion/contraction of 
octahedra via neutrons/x-rays

negligible Jahn-Teller distortions seen

Neutron refinement:

... ...



Valence skipping

Mazin et al, 2007: theoretically suggest mixed 
valence state to enhance exchange

and in the fully delocalized limit, the additional Coulomb
energy due to CO is reduced to the Hartree energy, a very
strong reduction. Furthermore, delocalization often leads
to metallization, and thus to screening that further dimin-
ishes the effect of the Coulomb repulsion. This reduction of
the effective U is especially strong in systems with a small
or negative charge-transfer gap and large contribution of
oxygen holes, to which nickelates belong.

Unlike U, the Hund rule coupling JH is hardly sensitive
to delocalization, so that the energy gain associated with
CO is much more robust against band formation. It is also
less sensitive to the value of the charge transfer: in the
itinerant band picture even an incomplete charge transfer
!n < 1 can (and often does) correspond to complete or
nearly complete spin polarization with S ! 1 on one site
and S ! 0 on the other (a band may be fully polarized yet
be composed of a mixture of the Ni1 and Ni2 states). Thus,
there may be a crossover region where the CO schematized
in Fig. 1(b) is stable with respect to both the high-
symmetry phase and the JT state. We will show that this
happens in perovskite nickelates RNiO3, especially with
small rare earths R ! Lu, Y, where low-spin Ni3" ions are
JT ions with the original configuration t62ge

1
g. We will also

identify some other systems where similar effects take place.
Perovskite nickelates with small rare earths exhibit a

metal-insulator transition at a temperature TMI !
640–670 K. Simultaneously the symmetry lowers from
orthorhombic to monoclinic, with two inequivalent Ni
ions [1], Ni2" (t62ge

2
g) and Ni4" (t62ge

0
g) (although the actual

charge disproportionation is much less than one, we can
still use the integer valence values, keeping in mind that
they are quantum numbers of the respective states rather
than actual charges). At lower temperatures these systems
develop a nontrivial ""## antiferromagnetic order [2,3].
With the increase of the ionic radius of R the Ni-O-Ni
bond angle increases, the bands widen, and TMI goes down.
In NdNiO3 and PrNiO3 the insulator-metal and magnetic
transitions occur simultaneously as a first order transition;
but below Tc the same, although weaker, charge segrega-
tion occurs, with a transition to a monoclinic phase [4].
And, finally, in LaNiO3 the bands become so broad that

even the magnetic instability disappears and it remains a
paramagnetic metal down to the lowest temperatures.

The insulator-metal transition and the unusual magnetic
structure in RNiO3 are apparently connected to the charge
disproportionation. Experimentally, the charge ordering
manifests itself in oxygen breathing and in different mag-
netic moments on the two Ni sites, e.g., 1:4"B for Ni4" and
0:7"B for Ni2" in YNiO3 and LuNiO3 [3], respectively, or
1:4"B and 0:6"B for HoNiO3 [5].

A close inspection of these compounds shows that,
contrary to popular believe, they cannot be described as
Mott-Hubbard insulators. It appears that a more conven-
tional band picture gives a better description. In particular,
it is capable of explaining the charge segregation that
occurs in the crossover region between localized and itin-
erant states along the lines outlined above. Indeed, our
band structure calculations [6], Fig. 2, show that optimi-
zation of the nonmagnetic (not allowing magnetic mo-
ments on Ni) crystal structure (relaxing the O positions
keeping the cell dimensions fixed) leads to hardly any
difference between Ni1 and Ni2; at the same time, the O
octahedra become substantially (>5%) JT distorted. The
magnetic solutions (either ferromagnetic or antiferro-
magnetic), with the exchange splitting fully operating,
lead to strong inequivalence of these Ni’s: Ni1 has practi-
cally the configuration t62ge

2
g, and Ni2 t62ge

0
g, corresponding,

respectively, to Ni2" and Ni4". The calculated moments
are 1.25 and 0:28"B, in reasonable agreement with the
experiment. The resulting ratio of the bond valence sumsP

d2
Ni2"#O

=
P

d2
Ni4"#O

! 1:025 is close to the experimen-
tal value of 1.037. These results clearly shows that the
proposed mechanism of charge ordering relies heavily on
the energy gain due to an exchange splitting (Hund’s rule
energy gain), which is actually a local property and does
not strongly depend on the detailed type of magnetic order-
ing (or on the presence of a magnetic long-range order at
all). On the other hand, it requires that the starting state
have an orbital degeneracy, as opposed to other known
cases of charge disproportionation, such as 2Bi4" !
Bi3" " Bi5" or 2Pb3" ! Pb2" " Pb4", where the insta-
bility is due to the atomic tendency to have either fully
empty or fully occupied shells.

According to the presented scenario, RNiO3 compounds
may be treated as band insulators with a gap forming be-
tween the spin-up eg band of Ni2" and the (hardly spin-
polarized) eg band of Ni4" [see Fig. 2 (bottom)], as op-
posed to earlier interpretations in terms of a Mott-Hubbard
gap [7], a Ni-O charge-transfer gap [8], or an inhomoge-
neous phase [9]. Since local density approximation (LDA)
calculations usually underestimate the value of the energy
gap but correctly reproduce the trend in its pressure de-
pendence, we decided to check the resulting picture ex-
perimentally by studying the behavior of RNiO3 under
pressure.

A Mott (or charge-transfer) insulator and a band insula-
tor behave differently under pressure. The former usually

 

FIG. 1 (color online). Schematic electronic level diagram of Ni
ions in RNiO3 in two cases: (a) two JT distorted Ni3" ions
(energy gain EJT per site), and (b) charge disproportionation.
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Valence skipping

Mazin et al, 2007: theoretically suggest mixed 
valence state to enhance exchange

But: JH>U-2|ΔJT| ?

Why the complex magnetic ordering pattern?
and in the fully delocalized limit, the additional Coulomb
energy due to CO is reduced to the Hartree energy, a very
strong reduction. Furthermore, delocalization often leads
to metallization, and thus to screening that further dimin-
ishes the effect of the Coulomb repulsion. This reduction of
the effective U is especially strong in systems with a small
or negative charge-transfer gap and large contribution of
oxygen holes, to which nickelates belong.

Unlike U, the Hund rule coupling JH is hardly sensitive
to delocalization, so that the energy gain associated with
CO is much more robust against band formation. It is also
less sensitive to the value of the charge transfer: in the
itinerant band picture even an incomplete charge transfer
!n < 1 can (and often does) correspond to complete or
nearly complete spin polarization with S ! 1 on one site
and S ! 0 on the other (a band may be fully polarized yet
be composed of a mixture of the Ni1 and Ni2 states). Thus,
there may be a crossover region where the CO schematized
in Fig. 1(b) is stable with respect to both the high-
symmetry phase and the JT state. We will show that this
happens in perovskite nickelates RNiO3, especially with
small rare earths R ! Lu, Y, where low-spin Ni3" ions are
JT ions with the original configuration t62ge

1
g. We will also

identify some other systems where similar effects take place.
Perovskite nickelates with small rare earths exhibit a

metal-insulator transition at a temperature TMI !
640–670 K. Simultaneously the symmetry lowers from
orthorhombic to monoclinic, with two inequivalent Ni
ions [1], Ni2" (t62ge

2
g) and Ni4" (t62ge

0
g) (although the actual

charge disproportionation is much less than one, we can
still use the integer valence values, keeping in mind that
they are quantum numbers of the respective states rather
than actual charges). At lower temperatures these systems
develop a nontrivial ""## antiferromagnetic order [2,3].
With the increase of the ionic radius of R the Ni-O-Ni
bond angle increases, the bands widen, and TMI goes down.
In NdNiO3 and PrNiO3 the insulator-metal and magnetic
transitions occur simultaneously as a first order transition;
but below Tc the same, although weaker, charge segrega-
tion occurs, with a transition to a monoclinic phase [4].
And, finally, in LaNiO3 the bands become so broad that

even the magnetic instability disappears and it remains a
paramagnetic metal down to the lowest temperatures.

The insulator-metal transition and the unusual magnetic
structure in RNiO3 are apparently connected to the charge
disproportionation. Experimentally, the charge ordering
manifests itself in oxygen breathing and in different mag-
netic moments on the two Ni sites, e.g., 1:4"B for Ni4" and
0:7"B for Ni2" in YNiO3 and LuNiO3 [3], respectively, or
1:4"B and 0:6"B for HoNiO3 [5].

A close inspection of these compounds shows that,
contrary to popular believe, they cannot be described as
Mott-Hubbard insulators. It appears that a more conven-
tional band picture gives a better description. In particular,
it is capable of explaining the charge segregation that
occurs in the crossover region between localized and itin-
erant states along the lines outlined above. Indeed, our
band structure calculations [6], Fig. 2, show that optimi-
zation of the nonmagnetic (not allowing magnetic mo-
ments on Ni) crystal structure (relaxing the O positions
keeping the cell dimensions fixed) leads to hardly any
difference between Ni1 and Ni2; at the same time, the O
octahedra become substantially (>5%) JT distorted. The
magnetic solutions (either ferromagnetic or antiferro-
magnetic), with the exchange splitting fully operating,
lead to strong inequivalence of these Ni’s: Ni1 has practi-
cally the configuration t62ge

2
g, and Ni2 t62ge

0
g, corresponding,

respectively, to Ni2" and Ni4". The calculated moments
are 1.25 and 0:28"B, in reasonable agreement with the
experiment. The resulting ratio of the bond valence sumsP

d2
Ni2"#O

=
P

d2
Ni4"#O

! 1:025 is close to the experimen-
tal value of 1.037. These results clearly shows that the
proposed mechanism of charge ordering relies heavily on
the energy gain due to an exchange splitting (Hund’s rule
energy gain), which is actually a local property and does
not strongly depend on the detailed type of magnetic order-
ing (or on the presence of a magnetic long-range order at
all). On the other hand, it requires that the starting state
have an orbital degeneracy, as opposed to other known
cases of charge disproportionation, such as 2Bi4" !
Bi3" " Bi5" or 2Pb3" ! Pb2" " Pb4", where the insta-
bility is due to the atomic tendency to have either fully
empty or fully occupied shells.

According to the presented scenario, RNiO3 compounds
may be treated as band insulators with a gap forming be-
tween the spin-up eg band of Ni2" and the (hardly spin-
polarized) eg band of Ni4" [see Fig. 2 (bottom)], as op-
posed to earlier interpretations in terms of a Mott-Hubbard
gap [7], a Ni-O charge-transfer gap [8], or an inhomoge-
neous phase [9]. Since local density approximation (LDA)
calculations usually underestimate the value of the energy
gap but correctly reproduce the trend in its pressure de-
pendence, we decided to check the resulting picture ex-
perimentally by studying the behavior of RNiO3 under
pressure.

A Mott (or charge-transfer) insulator and a band insula-
tor behave differently under pressure. The former usually

 

FIG. 1 (color online). Schematic electronic level diagram of Ni
ions in RNiO3 in two cases: (a) two JT distorted Ni3" ions
(energy gain EJT per site), and (b) charge disproportionation.
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A hypothetical layered oxide La2NiMO6 where NiO2 and MO2 planes alternate along the c axis of
ABO3 perovskite lattice is considered theoretically. Here, M denotes a trivalent cation Al, Ga,. . . such that
MO2 planes are insulating and suppress the c-axis charge transfer. We predict that correlated eg electrons
in the NiO2 planes develop a planar x2-y2 orbital order driven by the reduced dimensionality and further
supported by epitaxial strain from the substrate. Low-energy electronic states can be mapped to a single-
band t! t0 ! J model, suggesting favorable conditions for high-Tc superconductivity.
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Despite decades of extensive research, cuprates remain
the only compounds to date hosting the high-temperature
superconductivity (SC). On empirical grounds, the key
electronic and structural elements that support high Tc
values are well known—no orbital degeneracy, spin one-
half, quasi two-dimensionality (2D), and strong antiferro-
magnetic (AF) correlations. While these properties are
partially realized in various materials (e.g., layered cobal-
tates), only cuprates possess all of them.

A unique feature of the high-Tc cuprates is the presence
of an extended doping interval 0:05 & ! & 0:20 where the
correlated electron maintains its (plane-wave–localized-
particle) duality, and both fermionic and spin statistics may
operate in physically relevant energy scales. The multi-
faceted behavior of electrons results in an exotic ‘‘normal’’
state of the cuprates with ill-defined quasiparticles, pseu-
dogap, etc., which condenses into the superconducting
state below Tc. There are a number of strongly correlated
metallic oxides [1] based on S " 1=2 3d ions as Ti3# and
V4# (both with a single t2g electron), Co4# (a t2g hole) and
Ni3# (closed t2g shell plus one eg electron) that possess a
low-spin state in octahedral environment. These com-
pounds show a great diversity of physical properties [1];
however, the mysterious strange-metal phase from which
anomalous SC may emerge is missing.

Apart from dimensionality, the orbital degeneracy is ‘‘to
blame’’ here. Originating from high symmetry of the
MeO6 octahedron—a common building block of both
pseudocubic and layered perovskites,—the orbital degen-
eracy enlarges the Hilbert space and relaxes kinematical
constraints on the electron motion. Consequently, a fermi-
onic coherency is enhanced and doping induced insulator-
metal transitions occur without a reference to the pseudo-
gap phase. For example, in La1!xSrxTiO3 the formation of
a three-band, correlated Fermi liquid completes within just
a few percent doping range near x$ 0:05 [2].

The orbital degeneracy strongly reduces AF correlations
(believed to be crucial in cuprate physics), as electrons are
allowed to have parallel spins residing on the different or-
bitals. This leads to competing Ferro- and AF-interactions

that result in a rich variety of magnetic states in S " 1=2
oxides such as RTiO3, NaxCoO2, Sr2CoO4, RNiO3,
NaNiO2. In contrast, spin correlations in single-band cup-
rates are of AF nature exclusively and hence strong.

How to suppress the orbital degeneracy and promote
cupratelike physics in other S " 1=2 oxides? In this
Letter, we suggest and argue theoretically that this goal
can be achieved in oxide superlattices. Specifically, we
focus on Ni-based superlattices (see Fig. 1) which can be
fabricated using recent advances in oxide heterostructure
technology ([3–5] and references therein). While the pro-
posed compound has a pseudocubic ABO3 structure, its
low-energy electronic states are confined to the NiO2
planes and, hence, are of a quasi-2D nature. A substrate
induced compression of the NiO6 octahedra further stabil-
izes the x2-y2 orbital. Net effect is a strong enhancement of
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FIG. 1. (a) Superlattice La2NiMO6 with alternating NiO2 and
MO2 planes. MO2 layers suppress the c-axis hopping resulting in
2D electronic structure. Arrows indicate the c-axis compression
of the NiO6 octahedron imposed by tensile epitaxial strain and
supported by Jahn-Teller coupling. (b) ,(c), (d) Strain-induced
stretching of the NiO2 planes occurs when superlattices with
M " Al, Ga, Ti are grown on SrTiO3 or LaGaO3 substrates
having large lattice parameter compared to that of LaNiO3.
Expected deformations are indicated by arrows.
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LaNiO3 Films

Growth by Son+Stemmer, UCSB

!10 nm, the room temperature resistivity increases. The
4 nm films show a resistivity minimum at !40 K "see inset
in Fig. 2#a$% below which the resistivity scaled with log#T$
#see inset in Fig. 3$. Further decrease in film thickness to
3 nm causes the films to become strongly localized #insulat-
ing$, showing an increase in resistivity with decreasing tem-
perature over the entire temperature range. For films on
DyScO3, which are under a larger tensile strain than those on
LSAT, the transition to strong localization occurs at a larger
thickness "Fig. 2#b$%. Independent of substrate, the critical
thickness for strong localization of the tensile-strained films
corresponds to a film resistance of !10 k! /!, the Mott
minimum metallic conductivity as calculated from the
Ioffe–Regel limit,10 where strong localization should appear.
Compressive-strained LaNiO3 films on LaAlO3 show lower
resistivities than films on LSAT and DyScO3 and no MIT
down to 2.5 nm. However, the thinnest #2.5 nm$ film on
LaAlO3 also shows a resistivity minimum.

The observed resistivity minima and logarithmic tem-
perature dependence in the intermediate regime can be due to
weak localization11,12 or electron-electron interactions.13

Figure 3 shows that negative magnetoresistance in a perpen-
dicular field is observed below the resistivity minimum.
This is consistent with weak localization; a magnetic field
suppresses the coherent interference needed for weak
localization.11 The Hall coefficient of LaNiO3 layers on all
substrates was positive, “holelike,” while the Seebeck coef-
ficient was negative, similar to bulk LaNiO3.6,9 A Fermi sur-
face with any complexity can give rise to opposite signs.14,15

Band structure calculations and photoemission spectroscopy
show small electron Fermi surfaces with an enhanced effec-
tive mass at the " point and a large hole Fermi surface

around the R point.15,16 Figure 4 shows that RH for films on
LSAT and LaAlO3 exhibits a strong temperature dependence,
inconsistent with normal metallic behavior, which indicates
temperature-dependent scattering times and/or carrier
concentrations/asymmetry.17 Because two carrier types with
different mobilities are present, RH cannot be easily con-
verted into carrier concentrations.18,19

At first glance the transport on the three substrates is
similar: #i$ metallic temperature dependence at room tem-
perature for most thicknesses; #ii$ emerging weak and then
strong localization as the layer resistance approaches the
Mott minimum conductivity, #iii$ temperature dependent
holelike RH, and #iv$ thickness dependent RH, beyond the
trivial 1 / t. Behind these similarities, a systematic trend to-
ward localization or inhibited transport appears, which we
will discuss next.

FIG. 1. #Color online$ #a$ High-resolution x-ray diffraction radial scans
through the 002 reflections of LaNiO3 films and LSAT, DyScO3, and
LaAlO3 substrates, respectively. The film thickness were !30 nm on LSAT
and LaAlO3 and 10 nm on DyScO3, #b$ Low-magnification, and #c$ atomic
resolution cross-section HAADF images of a 3 nm thick LaNiO3 film on
LSAT, showing a continuous film.

FIG. 2. #Color online$ Temperature-dependence of the resistivity as a func-
tion of LaNiO3 film thickness on #a$ LSAT, #b$ DyScO3, and #c$ LaAlO3.
The inset in #a$ shows the data for the 4 nm film on a different scale to more
clearly show the resistivity minimum at 40 K. The arrows show the resis-
tivity minima for the weakly localized films on all three substrates, i.e., the
4 nm film on LSAT, the 5 nm film on DyScO3, and the 2.5 nm film on
LaAlO3. Below these thicknesses, films are strongly localized on LSAT and
DyScO3.

1-2 Son et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 96, 1 !2010"
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LaNiO3 Films

Growth by Son+Stemmer, UCSB

Comparable resistivity to best bulk samples

best cold-pressed powders:
Zhou et al, 2003 films on LAO

highly porous and soft. In order to preserve the high chemi-

cal quality while obtaining fully dense samples, a cold-

pressing procedure was developed at the University of Texas

at Austin !UTA". In this procedure, RNiO3 powders were
reground and pressed into pellets. The pellets were then

placed in a 3-mm-diameter hole drilled in the center of a

gasket made of a dense, strong cardboard and loaded be-

tween two tungsten-carbide !WC" anvils. The gasket was
subjected to an average pressure of 10 kbar, but on the

sample at the gasket center pressures might have reached as

high as 100 kbar as judged by viewing, after release of pres-

sure, a shallow dent made at the surface of the WC anvils.

The surface of a thin cold-pressed sample has a metallic

shine and is harder than heat-treated carbon steel. These bars

were annealed at 1100 °C under 600-bar oxygen for 24 h at

the NIU in order to let the grains grow. Samples that had

undergone this procedure had the identical transition tem-

peratures TN and T IM obtained for the as-made samples

shown in Fig. 1, but the transport properties were dramati-

cally improved. As shown in Fig. 2, the cold-pressed (CP)

!(LaNiO3) resistivity was three times lower than that of the
as-made LaNiO3 . In fact, #(T) for CP LaNiO3 is as low or
lower than most single-crystal metallic oxides; the CP

NdNiO3 #(T) reaches the same level obtained with single-
crystal NdNiO3 films.7 The availability of high-density

samples allowed us to investigate the thermal conductivity

and to compare it with that obtained on single-crystal Fe3O4 ,

a conductive spinel undergoing charge ordering at the Ver-

wey temperature TV$122 K. The Fe3O4 crystal was grown
at the UTA in an infrared-heating image furnace under an

argon atmosphere. Laue back diffraction and the sharp first-

order transition at TV from the specific heat showed an

Fe3O4 crystal of superb quality with nearly perfect chemical

stoichiometry. Measurements of #(T) under pressure were
performed in a Be-Cu self-clamped cell; a steady-state

method was used to obtain the thermal conductivity %(T).15

In order to monitor how TN varies with the bandwidth as

the crossover is approached from the localized-electron side,

we chose to measure the resistance R(T) of SmNiO3 as a

function of pressure; as in other antiferromagnetic insulators

such as LaTiO3 !Ref. 16" and Ca1"xSrxMnO3 ,
17

d lnR/d(1/T) shows an anomaly at TN ; see inset !a" of Fig.
3, where R(T) changes smoothly. The correspondence of this

anomaly with TN is shown in Fig. 3 at 1 bar; the figure also

shows the evolution of the anomaly with pressure and, in

inset !b", the corresponding linear increase in TN with pres-
sure to P#15 kbar; at higher pressures, the appearance of
two pressure-independent anomalies, though not as clear as

the transition at TN in low-pressure range, signals the pres-

ence of two phases each with a somewhat different TN . At

P#20.5 kbar, the highest pressure of this work, T IM is low-
ered from 400 K at ambient pressure to near room tempera-

ture, but a TN$T IM is retained. The Bloch coefficient &B

'(T
N

"1
dTN /dP)/(V

"1
dV/dP) has been found

empirically18 and justified theoretically for a constant on-site

correlation energy U to have a value &B$3.3. Linear fitting
of the data of Fig. 3 in the range P(15 kbar gives a
T
N

"1
dTN /dP#3.6!10"3 (kbar)"1, and high-pressure neu-

tron diffraction data19 for PrNiO3 gives a compressibility

V
"1
dV/dP#0.656!10"3 (kbar)"1. Given that the com-

pressibility of SmNiO3 is the same as that of PrNiO3, the

resulting &B#5.5%3.3 implies that the assumption of a con-
stant on-site energy U or charge-transfer gap ) is not valid in
SmNiO3 and that SmNiO3 is therefore at the threshold where

the localized-electron superexchange model breaks down. A

similar observation20 has been made on LaMnO3

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the resistivity in the LaNiO3
and NdNiO3 samples. SFM denotes a single crystal film; AM: as

made samples; and CP: a cold-pressed sample.

FIG. 3. Typical temperature dependence of the derivative

d ln R/dT"1 and the reverse magnetization of the cold-pressed

SmNiO3 under pressure. The pressures labeled in the lower right

corner correspond to the curves in the order from the top. For the

same sample, inset !a" is the temperature dependence of the resis-
tance under pressure, and inset !b" is the pressure dependence of
TN .
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Carriers?

Electrons and holes

In the literature, thickness-dependent conductivity of
metallic oxide thin films has been attributed to a “dead
layer.”20 We use the high temperature resistivity to explore
thickness dependence and the potential role of dead layers.
We use a phenomenological, classical description of the re-
sistivity !

! = !m

n
" 1

e2! 1
"ph

+
1

"surface
+

1
"impurity

" , #1$

where e the electron charge, and the band structure is cap-
tured by the term that contains the carrier mass m and density
n. The scattering rate is the sum of temperature dependent,
intrinsic, phonon scattering #"ph$, and temperature indepen-
dent terms, such as surface/interface #"surface$ and impurity
#"impurity$ scattering. The derivative of Eq. #1$ with tempera-
ture, at high temperature, is given by

!!

!T
= !m

n
" 1

e2

1
!T

! 1
"ph

" . #2$

Thus !! /!T is independent of t, if the electrical thickness is
equal to the measured thickness #no dead layer$ and confine-
ment does not produce changes in the band structure. For
thick films on the same substrate, !! /!T at room temperature
is similar %see, i.e., Fig. 2#a$&; thus there is no need to invoke
position dependent transport such as a “dead layer.” The
thick film, low temperature #2–80 K$, resistivity exhibits
quadratic temperature dependence, !=!0+AT2, characteristic
of electron-electron interactions.5 Table I shows the coeffi-
cients A and !0, and the high temperature !! /!T #250–300
K$. Both A and !! /!T are measures of changes in intrinsic
transport as the biaxial strain evolves from compression to
tension. Increasing !! /!T is consistent with a narrowing of
the d-band with tensile strain. Changes in d-band transport
drive the films toward a localization transition. As the trans-
port is inhibited the resistance reaches the two-dimensional
Ioffe–Regel limit and strong localization sets in. Further-
more, although we are reluctant to over-interpret the Hall
data, biaxial expansion may also reduce the effective number
of carriers. The results are in keeping with the strong cou-
pling between the lattice deformation and the electronic
structure of the nickelates.3,21,22
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Electrons and holes

In the literature, thickness-dependent conductivity of
metallic oxide thin films has been attributed to a “dead
layer.”20 We use the high temperature resistivity to explore
thickness dependence and the potential role of dead layers.
We use a phenomenological, classical description of the re-
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where e the electron charge, and the band structure is cap-
tured by the term that contains the carrier mass m and density
n. The scattering rate is the sum of temperature dependent,
intrinsic, phonon scattering #"ph$, and temperature indepen-
dent terms, such as surface/interface #"surface$ and impurity
#"impurity$ scattering. The derivative of Eq. #1$ with tempera-
ture, at high temperature, is given by
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Thus !! /!T is independent of t, if the electrical thickness is
equal to the measured thickness #no dead layer$ and confine-
ment does not produce changes in the band structure. For
thick films on the same substrate, !! /!T at room temperature
is similar %see, i.e., Fig. 2#a$&; thus there is no need to invoke
position dependent transport such as a “dead layer.” The
thick film, low temperature #2–80 K$, resistivity exhibits
quadratic temperature dependence, !=!0+AT2, characteristic
of electron-electron interactions.5 Table I shows the coeffi-
cients A and !0, and the high temperature !! /!T #250–300
K$. Both A and !! /!T are measures of changes in intrinsic
transport as the biaxial strain evolves from compression to
tension. Increasing !! /!T is consistent with a narrowing of
the d-band with tensile strain. Changes in d-band transport
drive the films toward a localization transition. As the trans-
port is inhibited the resistance reaches the two-dimensional
Ioffe–Regel limit and strong localization sets in. Further-
more, although we are reluctant to over-interpret the Hall
data, biaxial expansion may also reduce the effective number
of carriers. The results are in keeping with the strong cou-
pling between the lattice deformation and the electronic
structure of the nickelates.3,21,22
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Keep just σ-bonding for 2 eg bands

Tight-binding model
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Comparison w/ LDA
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Variation with t’/t

Fermi surfaces

t’/t
-0.46 -0.12

t’/t = -0.5 t’/t = -0.3 t’/t = 0



soft X-ray ARPES, R. Eguchi et al, 2009 

best fit t’/t = 0.3 (different from LDA)

Comparison to 
photoemission

to the Ni 3d t2g bands. In addition, EDCs for 600–660 eV
clearly show a dispersive band crossing at the EF !arrows"
around the ! point. This dispersive band originates in Ni 3d
eg states and forms a small electron pocket as predicted by
the local-density approximation !LDA" band calculation. The
band disappears for energies below 600 eV and above 660
eV photon energy and an increase in intensity is observed
close to the M point at h"=570 and 700 eV.

Figure 2!a" shows the FS mapping in a vertical !kz-kx"
plane “#” of Brillouin zone as shown in Fig. 1!a", which is
obtained by a plot of the integrated intensity from !0.05 to
0.05 eV binding energy in EDCs. A small circle centered at !
point is observed, while no intensity is observed around the
X point. The existence of a nearly spherical small FS cen-
tered at ! point, corresponding to the electron FS, was pre-
dicted by band calculations.24 From photon energy
!kz"-dependent ARPES measurements, we can decide the
photon energy tracing the !-X and X-M directions as shown
in Fig. 1!b". In order to observe the in-plane cuts of the FSs,

we measured ARPES at a fixed photon energy of 630 eV
!kz#0" and 710 eV !kz#$ /c". The FS mapping in horizon-
tal !kx-ky" planes “%” and “&” of Brillouin zone in Fig. 1!a"
was obtained as shown in Figs. 2!b" and 2!c". In “%” plane,
the small electron FS around ! point is again observed. This
result indicates that the 3D spherelike FS around ! point can
be observed by ARPES experimentally. The squarelike in-
tense area around M points obtained from raw data without
symmetrization corresponds to the projection of the hole FS
centered at R point. In “&” plane, no small FS is observed.
Instead large FSs centered at R point were observed. From
the complete data set of energy and angle-dependent FS
maps, the experimental FS obtained by soft x-ray ARPES is
in overall agreement with that predicted by the band
calculation.24 However, the actual band dispersions reveal an
important difference in electron and hole FSs as discussed in
the following.

In order to discuss the band structures forming these FSs,
we measured the ARPES in the high-symmetry lines with
detailed momentum steps and an energy resolution 'E
#150 meV. The EDCs $Figs. 3!a" and 3!b"% and the inten-
sity plots $Figs. 3!c" and 3!d"% along !-X and R-M directions
are shown in Fig. 3. The FS crossing kF points are labeled as
kF1-kF4. The intensity plots in both directions $Figs. 3!c" and
3!d"% show an intense feature around 0.0–0.2 eV at ! and M
points, corresponding to the electron band and the hole band
derived from Ni 3d eg states, respectively. While the band
bottom at M point is around 0.25 eV, the band bottom at !
point is not at 0.25 eV. The intensity remains in high binding-
energy region !about 0.5–1.0 eV" at ! point $Fig. 3!c"%, in-
dicating that the bands extend to high binding energies. Be-
cause the t2g bands also appear above 0.5 eV at X point, the

FIG. 2. !Color online" Fermi-surface mapping in !a" a vertical
!kz-kx" plane “#” and !b" horizontal !kx-ky" planes “%” and !c" “&”
of Brillouin zone in Fig. 1!a". Solid white lines correspond to the
cubic Brillouin zone and dotted white lines correspond to the high-
symmetry lines. kF1-kF4 indicate the MDC peak positions at EF in
Figs. 3!c" and 3!d". Blue !gray" lines show nesting character hole
FSs. All the intensity maps are measured data over the displayed
range and no symmetrization has been used to obtain the maps.
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FIG. 3. !Color online" !a" and !b" EDCs along !-X and R-M
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kF1-kF4 indicate the MDC peak positions at EF.
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Boltzmann Theory

Transport quantities calculated w/ relaxation 
time approximation

naturally gives the observed signs of RH and S
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Scattering

Strong temperature dependence 
of conductivity

ρ(300K)/ρ(0K)≈3 in thick 
LAO,LSAT films



Scattering

Strong temperature dependence 
of conductivity

temperature dependence     
ρ(T) = ρ(0)+A T2

Can use bulk γ to estimate 
Kadowaki-Woods ratio

Emergent Phenomena at Mott 
Interfaces - Multidisciplinary 
University Research Initiative 

Strain dependence of A and !"/!T
10

Emergent Phenomena at Mott 
Interfaces - Multidisciplinary 
University Research Initiative 

Strain dependence of A and !"/!T
10
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Pig. i. A and 72 relationship for typical heavy 

Fermion compounds, including "semi- 

heavy'" Fermion co~pounds. The units 

for A are ~cm K -~ and for 7 they are 
mJ/mole K 2 . 

all of them, but has a pronounced quadratic 

temperature dependence in a temperature region 

below the characteristic spin-fluctuatlon tempe- 

rature Tsf , indicative ofl~a[~magnon scattering 

due to spin fluctuations. ' This interpre- 

tation has been supported by a T31DT term in the 

specific heat, especially in UPt319,20 and 

UA12 .~ UPt~ is well known as a superconductor 

with Tc= 0.4~ K, 19'20'22 and UGa 3 and Uln323 

order magneti~lly at 70 K and 108 K, respec- 
25 26 

tively. UPt 2 UAI2, and USn 3 have no phase 

transitions at low temperatures. Again, A/7 ~ 

yields the same constant for these materials, as 

may be seen in Fig. I, even though they have 

very different low temperature ground states. 

UPt is ra~e~8speclal. It orders magnetically 

at -30 K. ~ ' Below this temperature,2the 

resistlv~ty shows a large term with a T de~en- 
29, 0 8,31 dence and the saturation magnetization 

is anomalously small, indicating weak itinerant 

ferromagnetism. Although the AT 2 term has been 

attributed to ferromagnetic spin wave resltiv- 

ity, 29 A/y 2 for UPt is very close to the uni- 

versal value. 

In valence fluctuation compounds such as 

CePd332-35 and CeSn3 ,36-38 significant devia- 

tions seems to occur. It should be noted, how- 

ever, that these compounds are extremely sensi- 

tive to small amounts of ~p~Kity, stoichiometry 

and annealing conditions. JZ-j/ In fact, it has 

been observed that the A values become closer to 

the expected value as the specimen quality im- 

proves. 

It appears that it is also important from 

another point of view to have good quality 

specimens for compounds with lower A and 

values. The expected resistance from the AT 2 

contribution in the most interesting temperature 

range (T~IOK) is of the order of i ~cm, which 

is comparable to the residual resistivity po 

even in high quality materials. Thus, it is 

obvious that po makes it difficult to extract 

the correct A value from experimental data. 

Moreover, the impurity scattering to which Po is 

attributed may not b~ independent of the 

mechanism for the AT term,aS since many of 

these materials do not follow Matthiessen's rule 

and the A value is dependent on small variations 

in the concentration of substituted non-magnetic 

ion~. The most reliable experimental data for 

A/~ for materials with A<I.O x i0 -I ~cm/K 2 

yield a poorer fit to the universal relationship 

than do the heavier Fermion materials, with the 

exception of UBeI~ a for which the temperature 

range of the AT2range is so small that A had to 

be extracted by extrapolating magnetoresistivity 

data to zero magnetic field. As the 

experimental situation stands, we conclude that 

the heavy Fermion2materials fit5the universal 

relationship, A/y = 1.0 x i0- ~cm (mole 

K/mJ) = . 

It is interesting to compare these results 

with those obtained for transition metals such 

as Pd, Pt, and Ni. In these metals an AT 2 re- 

sistivity h~ been attributed to Baber type 

scattering. 2 The value, A/~ 2 - 0.9 x 10 -6 u~cm 

(mole K/mJ) for these metals is, however, more 

than an order of magnitude smaller than that for 

the heavy Fermion compounds. 

Although several scattering mechanisms 

such as incoherent Kondo, spin fluctuations, 

ferromagnetic spin waves, anomalous phonons and 

classical electron-electron (e-e) scattering due 

to charge density fluctuations 41 have been 

considered to explain the low temperature AT 2 

resistivity in different heavy Fermion 

materials, there is no evidence that all of 

these should yield the same A/72 value, par- 

ticularly one that is so much larger than that 

for transition metals. Nevertheless, the empir- 

ical evidence strongly suggests that the scat- 

tering of the charge carriers is the same in all 

heavy Fermion materials. A renormalized Fermi 

liquid model with Baber e-e scattering due to 

charge density fluctuations would yield a resis- 

tivity proportional to T 2. Another explanation 

may be sought in a similar argument by Varma, 42 

in which all the heavy Fermion and scattering 

effects dlssappear in quantities like A/~ Z, 
giving universal values for them. However, a 

microscopic theory which will account not only 

for the universal relationship for A/72 but for 

the difference between transition metals and 

heavy Fermion materials still eludes us. Pos- 

sibly the basic interactions responsible for the 

mass enhancement, and the degree to which the 

enhanced mass is reflected in each property, 

require reconsideration for the heavy Fermion 

materials. 



Optics

Dan Ouellette + Jim Allen

Calculation:
Andy Millis
Sungbin Lee
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Optics

Inter-band part: zero fit parameters



Back to the Mott 
Transition

Success of the band model suggests a more 
itinerant picture might be appropriate

?
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Back to the Fermi 
surface

Large fermi surface contains rather flat 
portions

Approximate “nesting” leads to a large 
susceptibility at some wavevectors, and a 
tendency to CDW or SDW order



Susceptibility

Susceptibility is peaks for k=(k,k,k), with 
k≈0.4π (close to π/2), for the FS closest to 
ARPES

3
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FIG. 3: Plots of real part dynamical susceptibility !(k = (kkk), ! = 0) for di"erent ratio of t!/|t|.

FIG. 4: Evolution of Fermi surfaces with increasing the ratio of t!/|t|. From the left to right, t!/|t| =
0,!0.1,!0.2,!0.3,!0.4,!0.5



Mean-Field Theory

A MF calculation shows that an SDW with 
k=(1/4,1/4,1/4) quickly opens a gap
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Landau Theory

SDW order parameter

Charge order parameter

Symmetry allows the term

!Si" = Re
!
!eiQ·ri

"

!ni" = (#1)xi+yi+zi!

F = !!Re [! · !]

! ! Re [! · !]



Cubic symmetry

Landau free energy

Physics of u2:

u2<0: collinear state

u2>0: spiral state

F = r!! · ! + u1 (!! · !)2

+u2 |! · ! |2 + u3

!
(! · !)2 + h.c.

"
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Cubic symmetry

Landau free energy

Physics of u3:

fixes phase of SDW

find θ=0 or π/4

F = r!! · ! + u1 (!! · !)2

+u2 |! · ! |2 + u3

!
(! · !)2 + h.c.

"

! = |!|n̂ei!

F = constant +u3|!|4 cos 4"



SDW states

Look along <100> axis

? experimental situation is in between!

θ=0

θ=π/4

max Φ

Φ=0



Orthorhombic 
Distortion

1918 J B Goodenough

Figure 2. Cooperative MX6/2 rotations giving (a) tetragonal (projection on (001) of MX3 array),
(b) rhombohedral and (c) orthorhombic (Pbnm axes) symmetry. Note: Pbnm axes a, b, c, become
c, a, b, in Pnma.

The equilibrium (A–X) and (M–X) bond lengths are calculated for ambient conditions
from the sums of the ionic radii available in tables [1]; they were obtained from x-ray data taken
at room temperature and ambient pressure. Since the (A–X) and (M–X) bonds have different
thermal expansions and compressibilities, t = t (T , P ) is unity only at a single temperature for a
given pressure. A larger thermal expansion of the (A–X) bonds makes dt/dT > 0 except where
a spin-state transition occurs on the M cation. Normally the (A–X) bond is more compressible
than the (M–X) bond [2–4], which makes dt/dP < 0; but where transition-metal M atoms
have 3d electrons that approach or enter the crossover from localized to itinerant electronic
behaviour, the (M–X) bond may be more compressible and give a dt/dP > 0 [5].

A t < 1 places the (M–X) bonds under compression and the (A–X) bonds under tension.
The structure alleviates these stresses by a cooperative rotation of the MX6/2 octahedra that
lowers the space group symmetry from cubic (Pm3̄m). Glazer [6] identified 15 tilt systems
that are possible and their space groups; he also provided a notation for their description that,
for simplicity, is not employed in this review. The common rotations are about a cubic [001]
axis to give the tetragonal (I4/mcm if rotations of successive (001) planes are out of phase and
P 4/mbm if these rotations are in-phase) symmetry of figure 2(a), about a cubic [111] axis to
give the rhombohedral (R3̄c if the rotation in successive (111) planes are out of phase and Im3̄
if these rotations are in phase) symmetry of figure 2(b), or about a cubic [110] axis to give

orthorhombicity



Orthorhombicity

Orthorhomic symmetry quadruples the unit cell 
and allows an additional term:

In the collinear SDW this becomes

Now the minima are at 

u3<0: θ=0

u3>0: θ=π/4 + δ, with δ ~ v/u

Fortho = v (! · ! + h.c. )

Fortho = v|!|2 cos 2"



SDW states

Look along <100> axis

Charge order grows with orthorhombicity!

θ=0

θ=π/4
+ δ 

max Φ

Φ ∝ δ



Summary

Semi-itinerant picture seems to naturally 
predict SDW order found in experiment

Associated charge order may grow because of 
orthorhombicity

Hartree-Fock calculations underway 

Landau theory can probably be easily 
extended to heterostructures and/or strained 
geometries


